
Data iSight
The most effective, defensible way to value a medical claim when an agreed reduction 
isn’t available

As health care prices continue to soar, you need a superior solution for managing 

costs. MultiPlan has a unique claims evaluation process that maximizes savings  

in a manner that is defensible, repeatable, and completely transparent.

We call it Data iSight. You’ll call it the solution you’ve been waiting for.

Designed to fit with your overall objectives and strategies for managing medical 

costs, Data iSight can be used: as a last resort, your out-of-network solution or as 

a network alternative. 

Data iSight Consistently Saves You More

Data iSight uses a patented methodology and 

publicly-available data to evaluate facility claims 

and recommend reductions from a “cost-up,” rather 

than a “charge-down” approach. Using similar 

methods, practitioner claims are reduced based on median reimbursement levels. 

The result is savings of more than 50%, and an acceptance rate of 95%, on claims that 

can’t be reduced through a contracted arrangement.

®

Imagine more.

Average
65–75% off 
billed charge

95% 
acceptance
rate

This strategy emphasizes 
member protection from balance 
billing by putting solutions with 
advanced provider sign off 
ahead of Data iSight.

 

This strategy leverages Data 
iSight’s higher savings as 
compared to negotiation, but 
reduces member protection on 
non-network claims.

 

This strategy generates the 
highest savings by relying only 
on Data iSight to reduce medical 
cost. However, the patient could 
be billed for the remainder on 
any claim.

MultiPlan Solutions:

Networks:

• Primary PPO

• Complementary PPO

• Specialty Networks

Non-Network Solutions:

• Negotiation Services

•  Medical Reimbursement 
Analysis

• Network Management

mult ip lan .com 

Options to Fit Your Objectives: Cost Savings/Member Protection

Network Solutions

Negotiation Services

Data iSight

Highest Member  
Satisfaction

Final Non-Network Strategy

Network Solutions

Negotiation Services

Data iSight

Balanced  
Outcome

Sole Non-Network Strategy

Network Solutions

Negotiation Services

Data iSight

Greatest Potential  
Savings

Strategy with No Network



Data iSight

Our Unique Methodology Makes It Possible

Only MultiPlan’s Data iSight can consistently provide these types of savings. In addition, this patented methodology, 

combined with our commitment to act as a partner to our clients, delivers a variety of other benefits to payers, 

providers and patients alike:

  Transparent Reporting to all parties facilitates open dialogue and builds trust.

  Defensible Methods are based on solid data to validate settlements and streamline negotiations.

  Repeatable Results provide consistency every time and prove the superiority of the solution.

  Lower Cost means increased savings for payers and patients on claims of any size.

  Efficient Turnaround means providers aren’t kept waiting by the process.

Get Data iSight—and claim a better way for your customers and members.

®

• Public data
•  99% of  

hospitals
•  Quarterly  

updates • Location
• Type 
• Bed size

• APR-DRG
• Severity
•  Resource 

intensity

•  Benchmark 
cost + margin 
factor

• Charges
•  Cost-to-charge 

ratios
1. National 
Databases

2. Benchmark 
Like Facilities

3. Benchmark 
Like Claims

4. Benchmark 
Cost

5. Apply  
Margin Factor

The Data iSight Five-Step Process
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